As someone who worked in theoretical chemistry for a long while, are you concerned at all about how little mathematics chemistry majors are being encouraged to learn? I know that during my undergrad experience, I was one of the few physical chemistry students who went on to take PDEs and a handful of advanced calc courses because I was a math major as well.
When I got to graduate school, I was shocked at how little math my classmates knew and it definitely hindered a lot of them early on.
On a related note, how about the state of programming pedagogy? Scientists aren't exactly known for writing the cleanest code and following the best practices and as computers become more central in science, those weaknesses will become more dangerous. What do you know that you think kids should be taught in school? (K12)
What do you wish your school had prepared you for better in your field?
Micp
Personally, I think we should have kids take more math. Math is key to my field and to the future of the US. Hence, we need to step up to the plate and realize this is where we are. Rather than rote learning I wish that problem solving would of been taught more in K-12. Working on a problem that requires working your way through it and bringing in information from disparate fields make learning so much more fun and better reflects the real world. In the end we must take what we learn and apply it to solve problems! There's a lot of concern over designer drugs and how to regulate them when commercial labs can produce new versions with only minor tweaks to a few functional groups. As someone who works on the design side, how would you propose regulating this type of innovation moving forward?
true_spokes Take the opiate problem that has gotten a lot of press recently. The literature is full of derivatives of opium and a simple rule was formulated to make derivatives (the Morphine Rule); hence, folks looking to circumvent this class of controlled substance has a rich vein to mine. The initial hope was by increasing the potency of derivatives the addictive character of these compounds would go away -an outcome that did not happen. I guess, this is a long winded way for me to say I have no idea how to deal with this scourge besides regulating this class of compounds as best we can and to stay informed.
So more of a side note, nutritional studies are finally starting to focus on the impact of gut bacteria to our overall health, impacts on digestion, obesity, overall health. Basically humans are not just a single organism but more of a host to thousands of organisms that keep us functioning properly. Has any of this started to be a consideration in your work of medical design? I bring this up because one of the biggest threats to these colonies is the introduction of medicines (proton pump inhibitors, etc) so while they address the problem they are designed to, we are oblivious at times to their impact on synergistic bacteria.
Zetavu
Great question! I honestly, don't have a good answer for and this would be better handled by someone working on this topic. When designing a drug you typically focus on one target protein, but side-effects are hard to avoid that, for example, affects ones gut biome. Stay tuned this field will evolve in the coming years and a clearer picture will emerge, Hi Professor, Really appreciate you taking the time out of your day to educate us :)
I'd like to know what would you say are the most promising areas (both in terms of career growth and future discovery/contribution) that a biochem undergrad student should focus on heading toward?
Thank you!
Eroitachi
Great question ☺! What I preach to my graduate students is to be flexible. By getting a STEM degree you are becoming a world-class problem solver and, as we all know, the world needs problem solvers! For example, my students have grown into a number of different careers by being flexible. Some work for computer or internet companies, some work in pharm/biotech, some work at universities and some work in financial/insurance companies. In the end follow your heart and follow your nose. Do what you love and more often that not it will work out. Sometimes following the hot field can be good or badrealize what is hot today might be cool tomorrow. When I entered grad school and decided to do theory/computation my classmates thought I was nuts and was headed to ruination. Five years later computational chemistry/biology took off and the rest is history.
Hi Dr Merz, and thank you for your time.
You say that your education is in chemistry and chemical biology, yet you work so closely with computers. I wonder, how did you manage to educate yourself on the computational side of the job? Was it just a great interest, or did you participate in additional formal education?
Cee-Jay When I was growing up I was interested in STEM in general. My dad was a scientist and I'll never forget when he brought home and early TI pocket calculator. He also brought home a beautiful highpower microscope that his company was throwing away so I got first hand views of life in drops of water. It just went from there. That said my first love wasn't the computer, but I am glad I took programming classes and did what I could do to become decently proficient. I no longer program extensively largely because I have so much on my plate and just don't have the time, but I still can get around the computer as well as most anyone. Its kinda like riding a bike....
